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Respected Members of the California Energy Commission: 

Corporate Systems Engineering (CSE) has been providing Demand Side Management technologies to 
Electrical utilities for nearly 30 years. Most of Southern California Edison's programs, such as the 
Summer Discount Program, Agricultural Pumping-Interruptible,and Time-of-use Interruptibleprograms 
are supported by CSEYstechnology. CSE has also provided Demand Side resources for many other 
utilities such as Tampa Electric, Sacramento Municipal, and Nevada Power. This experience leads us to 
ask the California Energy Commissionto consider the following points when contemplatingrulemaking 
for Advanced Metering Infrastructure and Demand Response initiatives: 

1) The fastest path to full scale Demand Response is to provide transparent, fair, equitable, and full 
valuation for a unit of energy, regardless of whether it is supply side or demand side. 

2) If equal access for Demand Side assets is provided at the California Independent Systems 
Operator (Cal-ISO) as compared to Generation(Supply) Side, then true competition will be 
injected into the energy market. 

3) This full valuation would provide a reliable "feedback" or relief mechanism to prevent runaway 
prices for generation. (If the price gets high enough, people will shut things off if they get paid 
what it is worth at the highest strike price.) 

4) Full valuation means paying for the reduced load in all the same ways that generation is 
compensated. For instance, this would include 

Capacity Payments 
Locational Marginal Pricing (LMP) for where the load is reduced. 
Line losses that won't now occur between the generation plant and load source. 
Value of offset Transmission~Distributioncharges 
Value of the delay in building additional capacity assets 
Many other economic benefits such as increased system percentage of renewable sources. 
(Only so much of the generation can be Wind/Solarbecause of the need to balance with fast 
reacting peaking generation. If that balance is provided by Demand Side products, then 
determine the value of that and include it in the valuation). 
Reduction in carbon footprint 
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5) Existing programs for Demand Side assets are emergency andlor reliability based. Allowing 
these programs to be utilized far Transmission/Distribution relief provides a tremendous increase 
in the value of those assets. 

6) Allowing the IS0  to utilize these assets as a ramping tool (both in, and out) provides even 
further economic return. 




